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Abstract  

Many people are unware of a therapy which is provided by music. There are various kinds of treatment for each type of 

illness provided through various techniques and music therapy is one of them. Music is the most fascinating thing 

towards which brain gets attracted very easily as to its beats which further leads to secretion of certain hormones in the 

basic glands of human brain. This trait of human brain could be utilized in managing the stress and providing comfort in 

a relaxed manner. In this paper, it talks about the induction of stress into human brain and also discussed the music as 

therapeutic way to manage the stress. How music when assisted with progressive relaxation techniques could result in 

efficacious result, which no other method could lead to the same result. The music is the only appropriate way to get 

relieved of stress. The survey was conducted by American Music Therapy Association and results of ANCOVArevealed 

no big difference among the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) or the Visual Analog Scale (VAS). This survey led the 

music therapists to determine the use of music when assisted with progressive muscle relaxation as most efficient than 

other means used for the survey in which participants were made to listen music alone, once made to sit in silence 

without music and lastly to exercise only progressive muscle relaxation techniques of which only one, music with 

progressive muscle relaxation resulted to benefit the participants at large scale from pre to post period. 

 

The evolution of stress in human brain 

The human brain constantly receives and sends signals to and from the rest of the body infinitely within the 

fraction of seconds. It accepts signals from our five senses – touch, taste, hearing, vision and smell. Apart 

from these five senses brain can also use the major source of input which ultimately affects our mental lights 

that is our bodily hormones. These hormones are secreted by our endocrine system and include sex hormones 

like testosterone and estrogen and group usually called stress hormones like ACTH adrenaline andCortisol. 

When brain observes stress it ultimately releases ACTH from pituitary gland at the base of brain which is 

controlled by Neural and hormonal message from its connection with brain when ACTH reaches adrenal 

gland the sleaze adrenal line and cortisol enter into bloodstream. When this is active it means emotions are 

experienced as the emotions experienced the memories of initiating experience are reinforced 

 

How is music effective for stress? 

A Massachusetts music therapist who works in a psychiatric hospital in Belmont free leads the results of 

functionalmagnetic image resonance studies show some areas of brain that only light up with music brain 

activation is attributed to involuntary musical imagery which is confirmed byWilliam Kelly and his colleagues 

at Dartmouth who use MRI to scan the auditory cortex which depicts the difference between the songs heard 

by the subjects. These differences are observed by researchers as to induce greater activation in auditory 

associated Roadcarriers that created difference Indus songswith lyrics and without lyrics. 

Music as a therapy can be used to treat the stress based on behavioral physical cognitive social emotional 

language and communication development music has proven to be both a relaxation technique and a stimulant 

and it improves comfort relaxation and pain control anybody good benefit from music as therapy. Music helps 

us open ourselves emotionally and release feelings thatmay be causing us stress. It also inspires us to examine 

ourselves, life and our relationships. It also has influence in themind and emotions. Music can help reduce 

stress. Music can increase mental activity which may promote leaving and help you feel calm and relaxed, it 

could facilitate the increase of endorphins which are our natural pain killers. 

Effects of music on stress relief- 
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1.  Brain waves- strong and fast beats stimulate beta brain waves and bring sharper concentration and 

more alertthinking. Slow tempomay promote a calm meditating state 

2. Breathing and heart rate- breathing and heart rate can we help 3rd by changingmusic there can be 

slowerbreathing slower heart rate and activation of relaxation response result of usingmusic at the 

slow tempo 

3. State of mind- Music is used to bring a more positive state of mind which helps decreasing depression 

andanxiety away, lowering blood pressure. There is reduction of stress throughmusic which helps in 

reducing the risk of strokesand other health problems. 

4. Boost immunity- Music can increase the immunity of body as it assists inmanaging stress responses. 

5. Ease muscle tension stress responses are usually found in three systems of the body- 

 Skeletal-muscular 

 Cardio -vascular and 

 Gastrointestinal 

Music has the ability to positively affect those systems. While music has long been perceived as a powerful 

type of treatment to give an outlet to feelings, the thought of utilizing tune, sound frequencies and musicality 

to treat physical illnesses is a moderately new space, says therapist Daniel J. Levitin, PhD, who considers the 

neuroscience of music at McGill University in Montreal. A wealth of new studies is touting the upsides of 

music on mental and physical wellbeing. For example, in a meta-examination of 400 studies, Levitin and his 

postgraduate investigation singular, Mona Lisa Chanda, PhD, found that music improves the body's safe 

system limit and lessens stress. Listening to music was moreover seen to be more intense than doctor 

suggested drugs in decreasing strain going before surgery(Trends in Cognitive Sciences, April, 2013). 

Examination has shown that an assortment of music treatment unwinding and push administration 

methodologies are viable for individuals requiring restoration. Also, these methodologies are additionally 

viable for staff and guardians. Advantages incorporate diminished heart and respiratory rate, pulse, 

uneasiness, disturbance and despondency, alongside general stress decrease, enhanced adapting abilities and 

better psychosocial conformity. Music has moreover appeared to be a powerful narcotic segment in pre-agent 

and agent methodology. Music with an in number beat can animate the cerebrum and at last cause certain 

physiological procedures to adjust to the mood of the music. This marvel is called entrainment. Moderate 

rhythms can likewise support the moderate brainwaves that are connected with reflective states. The music 

therapy has moved to meet the increasing demand for putting stress management interventions effectively. 

Stress is a natural response to change in the circumstances and situations which can be assessed in two forms: 

positive and negative form.  

Positive stress is purposeful, it may be time-limited, balanced by relaxation but whereas negative stress is 

ongoing, unbalanced and without any purpose.The purpose of this study was to determine the measures of 

anxiety and perceived relaxation from the effects of Music assisted progressive muscle relaxation (M+PMR), 

progressive muscle relaxation (PMR), music listening and silence.The participant’s responses to the 

posttreatment questionnaire has also been recorded for identifying the stress management which could be best 

resulted from the utilizing music as a therapy.The participants helped in determining the difference between 

pre and post analysis of their experience with the music and progress music relaxation to relieve stress. This 

test tried to reveal each treatment condition to be equallyeffective in producing significant changes in anxiety 

and perceived relaxation from pre to post period. Music Therapists usually address two types of stress- 

Situational and chronic stress. The research for situational stress has been conducted in areas of surgical 

intervention while music interventions for sustained or chronic stress at areas of cardiac care. In 1996, 

Standley cited some landmark studies which proved that human physiological response to music. The 

physiological responses to music in individual are- 

(i) That individual heart rates have not been matched with music tempo and beat location in cardiac 

cycle. 

(ii) That interest or lack of interest in music may signify different response. 

(iii) That unidentified intervening variables may be present. 
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It has been found that listening to sedative music can lead to physiological arousal e.g., blood pressure, pulse 

rate, skin response etc. with a simultaneous drop in psychological measures of anxiety.The efficacy of music 

as therapy to relieve the stress could work up only if the criteria, which is setup for a music to be heard at 

certain tempo and body should attain certain positions that are relaxation techniques, is met so as to 

substantiate the symptoms of stress so as to overcome the stress. There were fifteen participants that took part 

in the survey and had helped in determining the gap between using the music as an effective source of therapy 

to manage stress and anxiety and provide comfort to the human brain so that it could actively be involved in 

the participation. 

The survey had the let the participants through four modes 

1. Music assisted with progressive muscle relaxation (M+PMR) 

2. Progressive muscle relaxation (PMR) 

3. Music 

4. Silence 

When the participants had gone through all these clinical tests, they had experienced significant changes in the 

each kind of treatment from pre to post level of this experiment. 

The clinical test of music when combined with progressive muscle relaxationcould substantiate into anti-stress 

symptom which helpto overcome the stress. The participant must be asked for his preference to exercise 

certain relaxation technique when fixing his music with progressive muscle relaxation which could be 

significantly benefitting and help in relieving from stress. The participants when dealt with other clinical tests 

like that of Progressive muscle relaxation alone, it could not be experienced much effectively. The position 

exercised must be adequate to have appropriate impact, the relaxation exercises performed must be in 

consonance with the techniques mentioned in tape. While for the other tests which used only Progressive 

Muscle relaxation technique were good but the imagery could not be formed without the music which makes 

you feel more comfortable and act as anti-stress technique. With the music being added to the Progressive 

muscle relaxation, it was observed that person had good effects as they could also create imagery while 

relaxing. Sometimes people use their own relaxation techniques to be assisted with the music and when they 

start to feel sleepy, they think they have overcome stress, but in contrary it is avoiding stress by ignoring the 

anxiousness by sleeping, so they should refer to appropriate techniques as suggested by the psychologists. The 

participants who participated in trials with music alone, they could not feel the same pleasure without 

exercising relaxation techniques and those being part of silence also could not focus their mind at one, they 

tend to think about their day schedule and their future. The one who could focus on his/ her actions and 

function was only under first condition where music was played in assistance with progressive muscle 

relaxation and they should not tend to deviate from their function which could deliver the significant impact. 

 

Conclusion- 

The music could not merely act as a therapy to treat the illness, the application of music must be reinforced 

with progressive muscle relaxation technique which could then indicate a significant impact of being relieved 

of stress and starts to feel more comfortable with the relaxation techniques experienced. The music must also 

be specific enough to attract this trait of anti-stress effect which the person prefers on whom this effect is to 

take place, which is to be combined with the relaxation technique that should also be chosen on preferential 

terms with the same person. This technique of stress relieving can also help in diagnosing other illnesses. 
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